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The Chase – Production

Target: To record the scenes for a short movie that features a chase.

Technique:

1. Approval: Get your storyboard approved. If it is not approved, make corrections.

2. Equipment: Get a camcorder, tripod and memory card for your team.

3. Production: 
a. Director: Rehearse each scene before recording. Refer to storyboard.
b. Videographer: Frame each shot during rehearsal, then lock camera down during recording.
c. Process:

1. Director says “Quiet on the set. Roll camera” 
2. Videographer starts recording and says “Rolling” 
3. Director says “Mark”
4. Production Assistant slates scene with sound and visual.
5. Director says “Action.” Actors perform. No one stops until Director calls “Cut.”
6. Videographer waits a couple of seconds, then stops recording.

d. All shots need to be recorded on a log sheet:
1. Scene number followed by take numbers.
2. Different shots within same scene indicated with letters.

4. Special Considerations:
a. You are making a silent movie so keep quiet while filming.
b. Do not do anything that may result in harm to anyone or anything.
c. Do not interfere with any other classes, students or staff.
d. If you do not finish all scenes within the same class period: 

Make note of what every actor is wearing. They must appear the same 
the next day you record to complete your movie.

5. At the end of each production day:
a. Transfer your recording to one of your team member's computers.
b. Check your Final Cut Pro “System Settings” 

Make sure your “Scratch Disks” are set correctly.
c. Create a folder titled “Chase” and save your Final Cut Pro project within this folder.
d. Name your final-cut pro project “Chase” and save it before your transfer any footage.
e. Use “Log and Transfer” to transfer all of your scenes for the day.
f. If you have shot on more than one day, use the same Final Cut Pro project for all footage.

Tools: Camcorder, Tripod, Memory card; any necessary props.

Required for Credit
1. Your completed shot log

including the names of each member of your team and what role they performed.
2. All of your footage

transferred to one of your team member's computers.


